The Bavarian Tumbled paver has a smooth surface and no joint spacers to eliminate the concerns of which side to place face up. The Bavarian Tumbled pavers are produced in 6 colors and four different sizes and seven layout patterns. The fourth size 3.875” x 7.75” is referred to as our Tumbled Mission paver and can be installed in six different layouts or used for a border. We also offer a corresponding circle pallet of circle stones containing the 5 sizes needed to create an 11’1” diameter circle.
Our Roman Tumbled pavers have an embossed surface which should be laid face up and are more commonly installed using one of the 12 layout patterns. The Roman Tumbled series is a thicker paver and has 4 sizes (5.812” x 5.812”, 5.812” x 11.678”, 11.678” x 11.678” and 8.75” x 14.625”) and are 7 cm (2 3/4”) thick.

To complete the Roman Tumbled series is a corresponding circle pallet containing 5 sized of stones to create a beautiful 10’4” circle.
The Ashler paving stones may be installed using one of the 4 layout patterns illustrated on www.hessit.net. They can also be installed in a complete random pattern, if desired.
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Visit www.hessit.net for up to date information.
The mission pavers (also commonly known as Holland pavers) are for that very traditional look you are seeking. They are offered in a large selection of colors.
DUTCH COBBLE
The Dutch Cobblestone is a non-tumbled paver with an embossed top surface and joint spacers for easy installation. When compacting these pavers into place be sure to use a rubber mat under the compactor to prevent scraping the embossed surface.
The La Coruna has a unique textured surface that closely resembles that of natural Flagstone. The La Coruna is available in three sizes and four color schemes – Granite, Driftwood, Indian Creek and Lakeshore.
The Lancaster Tumbled stone can be used for a variety of projects, including walls (non-load bearing and curved), columns and fire pits.
The Cambria paver surface is modeled after natural flagstone. They are palletized with 4 different surface designs. This provides your project with an unique and random appearance.

Non-tumbled stone can be used with the same layout patterns as the Roman tumbled stone.

Our Bullet Lawn Edger is our most popular style and is available in the following 8 Colors, Brown, Buff, Cedar Creek Red, Charcoal, Desert, Grey, Granite and Red.

The Crescent Edger is available in Buff, Grey and Red.

Refer to Mission Style Color chart.
Get Inspired!
For additional inspirational ideas visit our project photo gallery at www.hessit.net.